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Title of Thesis: Completions 
Robert Maurice Nielsen, Doctor of Puilosophy, 1964 
Thesis directed by: Professor J ohr, W. Brace 
•:r. is paper presents a new approach -t.o the theory of completions. 
The treatment is ·based on t he concept, of cor:verger,ce on filters and 
related topologies [ 3] . For a given 'illi form Hausdorff space XU.. 
and a collection A of Cauchy filters in Xu_ , r.he basic result is 
,.._, the construction of a uniform Hausdorff space X having the proper-
'll'. ,._ ties that X is isomorphic to a dense s,1bspace of X 
u:: 
and every 'l.{_ 





X is obta ined. u... The cons truction is so given as to 
"--'" prove i.he existence of the spa.ce X 
1X, 
The technique involves embedding the objPcL X to be "completed" 
in a space of functions F which has as its domai.n a space of continuous 
functions C(X) defined on X . Tri.e procedure is analogous 1,0 the 
II 
process of taking the bidu.al E o.f a locally convex topological 
vector space. Indeed, E is obtained as a special case. In the 
absence of sufficient structure on X, the space 
,.__,. 
X is olrLa.ined as 
"1Z' 
th-::: closure of X in F. In a lorn.Ly convex space or an abelian 
topological group having enough charac. ter,;; to separate points, XU 
1s obtained as a bidual or a seco~d ~haracler gro~p of the object X, 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents a un:ified theory of completions which is 
applicable to l inear topological spacesj topological groups and in 
general, to any uniform Hausdorff space" The development is based on 
the concept of convergence on filters and related topologies [ 3] . 
The central i dea of this paper is to use the topology obtained from 
the uniformity of convergence on a class of Cauchy filters to obtain 
a representation of the completion or partial completion of a uniform 
Hausdorff space x'2L" The construction i.s so given as to yield a proof 
of the existence of the completion. The com;Eletion of the space X 2-L 
,A, 
is understood t o be a compl ete uniform Hausdorff space X with the 
u... 





The partlal completion of the spa ce X?,c is the smallest 
,_.., 
uniform Hausdorff spa ce X~ having the property that 
'/,(_ 
,,.--...; 
XU... is uni -
formly isomorphi c to a dense subspace of X~ and a prescribed family 
i<.... 
of Cauchy filters :i.n. X 
u... 
converge to limits in 
r-.../ x ....... 
u... 
Section I in .. ,roduces the concept of convergence on filters and 
contains some elementary results that a.re not only important to 
this development but also to obtaining characterizations of compact 
subsets of fun ction spaces in both the pointwise and uniform con-
vergence topologie s [ 3] " 
Section II gives the theory of completion and partial completion 
for a locally coriVex -:-.opolog'i cal space along wi. h some applications, 
l 
This case is treated first. for two reasons: first, because the theory 
was initially conceived in this setting and secondly because the de-
tails of the construc~ion are more transparent in a locally convex 
space. 
Section III deals with an arbitrary uni.form Hausdorff space and. 
/ 
gives the Stone-Cech Compactification as an application. 
Section IV treat s topological groups and is divided into two 
parts, the first devoted to an abelian Hausdorff topological group 
having enough characters to separate points and the second to an 
arbitrary Hausdorff topological group. 
Throughout this paper the notation cr(S, C) denotes the weak 
topology on an abst ract set S induced by a. space of functions C 
defined on S. That is, o-(S, C) is the topology on S of point-
I 
wise convergence on C. For a locally convex space E, ,E(E, E) denotes 
the topology on E of uniform convergeno::e on equicontinuous subsets 
of E
1 
(the dual of E) . It should be noted that i.f J is the original 
i 
topology on E, then E(E _, E ) == ] [ 8, 4] . The strong topology on 
I I 
E will be written as ~(E, E) (unifom convergence on all bounded 
subsets of E). 
2 
SECTION I 
CONVERGENCE ON FILTERS 
Let G(S, 1R) denote a space of functions from an abstract set S into 
the reals. 
1.1 Definition [ 3, 1] : A filter JJ composed of subsets of G(S, lR) 
converges to a function f 
O 
on a filter if of subsets of S if for every 
€ > 0 t here is a D in 1/ such that for each f E: D there is an Ff in !f 
with the property that 
Note, that 
refinement 
If Cs ) f (s) I < e 
0 
if 1J converges to f on !f , then JJ converges to f on every 
0 O ' 
of :J-. The concept of convergence on filters is related to the 
continuity properties of pointwise limits of continuous functions. This 
is of fundamental mportance to the whole developement. The precise 
relationship is given in the following theorem. 
1. 2 THEOREM [ 3, l ] : Let 1/ be ~ filter in G(S, lR) where S is a 
topological space and every g in~ member of j; is continuous at a 
point s in s. Then Jf converges at s to a function f which is 
0 o-- 0 -----
continuous at s if and only if )J converges to f on the filter of 
0 0 ---




1. 3 THE OREM [ 5., l ] : 
converge ~~ ~ fi.lter Jf 
the 1.121iI ormi ty having as <:. ·ca ,:e. "!. 'Jr i :.:"', enL =1U!."8.E;e3 , 
l,i1er.:: ~ ar, ":i' ,., __ ~ ..... _1 Ef au.c h Lhat 
. r-
'The topology is Hau,;;dorff ~,' ard. CJ :,::...y 11 f''..">1' r-.aci, ;.ial r f a.r,d g in 
G ( S, 1R ) the:re exis·ts a n f > 0 ::'1,.:"h t,1at ~or r-:rnry F .i.r ':J- r,1-,c r e 
is an s l F such tha.t I f ( s J - g (..:: : I '> f. . 
filters .in S and it i.s i.:n ;J<.-... ::-1r,m t!'.1a'I. it will be ui,,;,d throughou · 
t h is paper. 
A duality exi:::;ts b -"·'·.veen t:he -~ )p..,logy '.)n C's, lR) of convergence on 
1.4 THEOREM 
for all s E S and 
Then the filter 1J corrr "", g~:~ tr . .) g(; 'lr.1 y: -- --
verges Lo <' on )J ., 0 
0 
continuous :fun~t1on,::-., of p· · ir"'.w.i -:~ 
4 
PROPOSITION : 
conv~rgence on a ll eonv erge~,t, .:'i -~•-. :'f· :.:1 
o- (c(s), s )- t.rJpolo~y-. 
PROOF : LE- t, 
cr-(c,s )- t opo:ogy. 
hood~ i1..,, (x) l n S 
Then 
refi nes S Ofil t:; n(xJ, 
r emark f o llowI.ng Def" 
::,!.: nei.ghbor-
f in the topology of cm'"·~. r g 0 •r•'!P J.~· a:::.J ,.,-,r: e rgen+ fl lter s. Then, 0 
in part i •:c:u l ar :i and 1_.hus by 
':I'heorem L 2, ~ i. 't,h,... 
1.6 ca 
t o a fu.n e t:.1on i.~-- ,::..._.,, ,."'laJ•y f , ~ r(A) ha s ) ,L 
....,___ 
,-J 
·1+.,. C:· ... . _be- f:.He r :g:.. of .... 9 
PROOF : .., • ., tr-· +· .nu .;1 .. c,r 
·.r g:. 
ex ist b a i • ' i 
5 
i " Con+,i.nu.i. ty c..Y.'. 
0 
imp.Hes the existence of sets cf' and cf 
contained 1.r If(£) - f(x) I < E/3 for a.11 
I 
X c-Cf and 
" The propos:i.tior. now follows 
fr::im th0 tria::1f1'=' inequality. 
REMAR}:~ B:rac-t. :ta.z shown [ 3. 2] .hat the topology on 
G(Sj B ) obt-Y.L::i~d :fyr,;n tbe uniformity of convergence on all ultra filters 
i.n S i.t1 -:!L,~.: iva:J...',m": to -t.he topology of alJnost unifor;n. convergence on S. 
?or a ccrr.r .. t::·~.e:y regular t,pa.•::e s, thi.s topology ls then equivalent to 
poi.nt.wise "L1-'":.rgence on the Stone-Cech Compactification of S [ 1, 4 j" 
·Irri:c: .::hari:1.ct'c.riz.atJn.1, in conjunction with theorems 1. 3, L 4 and 1. 5 
has yi-?.ld.P.d ,··;::araei .. Pri zatlons of compact sets of functions in both the 




The followJng two known exam les will indicate the point of view 
being adopted. 
" 1) Let. B be a Banach ~pa,~e. The bidual B can be thought 
I 
of as the completion of the bounded subsets of B in the o- (E, E )-
topology. This result also holds for E a locally convex space [8,3] 
2) Crothend.:i.ek has sh own [ 8, 3] 
i I 
that the space (E , Cf) , 
i i 
equipped with the € (E lf , E ) --tcrpology is the completion of E, where 
9 denotes the :finest' locally convex topology wt.ich coi.ncides with 
i i 
the a- (E , E )-topology on every equicontinuous subset of E . 
In trse above caBes the proces2 of comple ing or partially com-
pleting a locally convex space ·"an be 'liE:wed as a. process of taking 
bi.duals. Tht pr Lma.ry goal of t·,U z pa.per is to e stablish that the com-
p letion or pa:n:iei. completion c,f any u.nlform Hausdorff space can be 
o'btained :Ln a s'i.mila.r :nanner. I n a locally convex space, th:i.s process 
is exact, in tl1e s en s e that p r<:,,~ .l sely the desired completed space is 
obtained. In the absence of s t r. .cture or structural maps the desired. 
II 
space is obtained a s a closed subset of a certain "smalle&t linear space. 
In wha- · cl.lows, E will denote a .locally convex Hausdorff space, 
i 1-)(- I 
E l ts dual and E the algeb:ra:i. c d.ua.l of E . E w-ill always be 
'7 
considered as a subspace of /\ under the natural embedding x ~ x, 
./\ ' i where x(x ) = x (x). In order to minimize notational entanglements, 
n t ' it will be convenient to denote by E~ , the space (E , ,'J·) . That 
I 




2.1 Definition ; Let ,;.R be an arbitrary collection of Cauchy 
I 
filters in E. The Y -topology on E is defined as the topology 
of convergence on a set ff of fi lters in E, where a filter a:- is 
a member of J) if and only if cf :i.s a member of ,;J or ?--- is a con-
vergent filter. If d is the family of all Cauchy filters in E, 
this topology is referred to as the 5 -topology. 
U It 
2.2 PROPOSITION : 
I 
PROOF: Since the o-(E , E)-topology is the topology of convergence 
on all convergent filters (Prop. 1. 5 ) we have, 
I 
5 > "( > 0- (E , E). 
'* Thus, from the natural embedding of E in E 
clusi.on follows. 
the desired con-
Since the topologies related to convergence on filters are 
closely related to pointwise convergence topologies it :i.s natural 
to expect that convergence of the filters in (Def. 2. 1) will 
be obtained, initially in a pointwise convergence topology. Thus, 
the following lemma will be needed to obtain convergence of these 
filters in the topology of E. 
8 
LEMMA: If cf- is a Cauchy filter in E and g is a linear 
' scalar valued function defined on E as follows: 
I I I 
+ g (x) for all x E. E , 
then Ef- ( embedded in '* E ) converges to 
I 
equi.continuous subset of E. 
PROOF: See [ 11 } , lemma 8. 5, 
g uniformly on every 
The next proposition establishes the fact that not only is E 
embedded in 
II - p 
E y , but every member of ....R:J converges to a limit which 
II 
is in E¥ 
2.4 PROPOSITION : Every Cauchy filter T in the collection ,d 
II 
converges to a point f c E ~ for the topology of uniform convergence 
I 
on equicontinuous subsets of E. 
I I 
PROOF: Take an arbitrary X € E 
0 
and let 
of neighborhoods of 







'* in xf There is a ro E. E 
i i n all x £ E • Also, (x) + 
~ 
¥ -topology. 
of £f . Let 
such that T 
I 
X (x ) for each 
0 
denote the filter 
The filter of 
g:- be a filter 
I I 
(x) + ~ (x ) for 
0 
x<:-E. Thus by 
'I'heorem 1. 4-, ';J--- converges to A on nr. Since each f in a 




on E for the Y -topology. That is, by Theorem 1.3, " u-- £E • 
,./ 0 y 
By Proposition 2. 3, ~ converges to ro uniformly on every equi-
' cont i nuous subset of E. 
9 
If we denote by Q the point set E L) (umi ts of members of S<f 
in E·~ J 
0 
, it has now been established. that the linear span of Q_ 
" is algebraically embedded in E~ . The next objective is to make 
this embedding a topological one. The following proposition and 
corollaries are intended to establish this fact. That is, it will 
" "be shown t hat the spa ce E 
O 
can be topolog.i zed in such a manner t hat 
II the original topology on E can be i.nduced on E c.E '! • This is equ:iva-
" 
ft ' lent to showing that E0 can be equipped with the 6. (E'll, E ) topology. 
I 
PROPOSITION: The cr(E, E)- topology i.s the same as t he 
I Y -topology on every equi continuous subset of E • 
' PROOF: The ¥ -topology is finer than the c::r(E, E)-topology. 
(See proof of prop. 2.2. ) For the converse, consider an equicon-
tinuous subset Hof E
1 
and let C. be a merriber of JJ (Def. 2.1 ) . 
II 
By Proposition 2.4 there exists an x
0
E...Er such that C converges 
to x uniformly on H. Consider a filter !f on H converging to 0 






er (E , E)- topology. 
l f(x) - f(x )\ < E-/3 
0 
Given € > 0 there is a C i n 
for all x E C and all f t- H. 
(By uniform convergence of C on H.) 
Let y be fixed in C. There is an F in T' such that 
10 
lf(y) - f (y )I < E/3 0 
I 
for all f c= F, (By a-(E , E)-convergence of if . ) 
Thus, 
< §_ + 
3 
for all f E- F. 
Therefore, tt' (x ) + f (x ) . Since each f 6 H :is continuous at x 
0 0 0 0 
II I 
for the er (E Y- , E ) topology, the filter ~ converges to f 
0 
on 





a finer topology, 
2.6 COROLIARY: 
Ef converges to f on C, . 
0 
" If x is an element of E then the restriction 
¥ 
i I 
of x to every equ:iconti.nuous subset H of E is ,::r(E , E)-continuous. 
" I COROLIARY : E: (E 
'{ 
E) is a locally convex topology. 
PROOF" All that needs to be shown is that the neighborhoods of 0 
ti I " for f (E Y, E ) are absorbing, i.e. that for every x E- E 'r , x j H (H) 
I 
is bounded in t he scalars for every equi continuous sub set HC.E . Using 
I 
Corollary 2.6 and the fact that H is cr(E , E)-relatively compact, 
it is con cluded that xjH(H) is a relatively compact set of scalars, 
hence bound.ed. 
" 2.8 COROLLARY: The locally convex space E ex:ists and E c. E • 
'o 
PROPOSITION: Y -topology = 
I i.--.__, 
o- (E , Q_ ) = o-(E , E) . 
11 
-- " I PROOF: Si.nee E is the linear span of Q_ in Et , the o- (E , ~ )-
I,.__ 
topology is -che same as the o- (E , E) -topo~l_ogy. Note that every fllter 
C in the collection A 1s a convergent f'ilter i.n E, "'-- I for € (E, E )-
I ,,.._ 
topology. Thus the 0--(E , E)-topology io finer than the Y- -topology. 
Conversely, suppose ff is a filter i n 1 E converging to I X for the 
Y -topology and let 1 be an arbitrary poln ·. in · Q The f:Llter f1:--
c.onY!::rges to x at. ~ , by Propos it i or. l. 6. 1'hu.s the Y -topology 
is po:ir,twise convergence on q and. since i 'Ls in the .linear span of ~ 
it follows that !f- converges to X on E. 
2.10 COROLLA.RY'. 
I _./\ 
a-topology - 0- (E , E)--topology. 
It j_s now possible to give the t wo princ:ipal results of this 
sect-ion. They are contained in t heorems 2.ll and 2.12. 




PROOF: As a. result of lJnea.:r space d.ua. li··y theory, the following 
relations are true [ 8, 3 ] . 
= 
i i ~ Y 
(E , er E , EJ) 
II 
" By Corollary 2. 7 the space E
0 
can ·be eqi::t.pped with the 
II y 
€ (E0 , E )-topology, which wi.l.l induce ·th": orlgtni:. .. : · apology _on E. 
II I 
·:rt-iEOREM : eq'.11.pp cd wJ·•,~ ths e (E ¥'" , E )-




in F , 
ls a d.ense st.i space and each cf in A converges to a point 
" PROOF : E is dense in Ey by Theorem 2.11 a.nd Proposition 2.2. Each 
g-- s2 " in converges -0 an x t E ¥ by Proposition 2.4. Since 
i ,,..._, ........... i ~ ,....__ 
E c E c. E and E -·· E :1. follows that E = E Thus, by t he 
dua li t,y t ,eorem for locally convex s paces and Proposition 2,9, 
I 
~ ( ,------- ..--...... r---- i 
E "' , E , o-( E , E ) ) 
II 
" II I By Corollary 2. 7, EK' can be equipped with the € (E , E ) -topology. 
~ 
Since E :i.s the iir;.ea.r s pan of Q. , 
II 
E~ is the smallest locally 
convex s pace conta ining E and the limit points of all the filters 
in the collection ,;6 . 
It should be n.:Jt~d that the ¥- and 5 - topologies a re the weak 
- I 6 I 
topologles with re spe" to th dual systems ( E, E ) and ( E, E ). 
2.13 APPLICATIONS OF 'THEOREM 2. 12 
11 Completion.-::. Let ~ be the collection of all Cauchy filte r s. 
2) Quasi-completions. Let ~ be the collection of all bounded 
Cauchy fi . ters . 
3) Biduals. Let _J be the collection of all bounded weak 
Cauchy filters. In th-ts situation the 'r -top~logy is the coa r s est 
opology ::f- such hat (E ' , 
ti 
E. That is , Y is t he weak 
I 
-apology with re s pect o the 13(E , E)-topology. 
13 
L.) If ~J is ta.ken to be the collee:tL:in of all precompact Cauchy 
filtE'r s ( !f i s precompact if 1t contains a precompact set), then 
hae t'te property that every precompact subset of E has a compact 
" 
" 0.los.ure 1n E ~ . 
5 ) By taking A to be the Fr:Che+~ filters assoc:lated wit h a 
fa_rn:i. 1.y c,f sequer..ces, a:rb:i.1.:·,ra:ry fami1jes cf i:-,eq_uence,5 e:>':l.n be " ~ompleted. " 
6) A se A C E 1 2 s aid to b e ~ a-comple te, :l..:f every Cauchy 
filter in A which conta:i.ns a set of ca.rdtna.llty ;{a converges to a 
poin1; ln 
By +~a.king 
A. [ l 2 J . Such a filter is call ed an 
:x:f to be a set of ;l__f -Cau chy filters 
0: 
complet:i. on. of E can be obtained. 
:l£ a ·-Cauchy filter. 
an ;( -pa:rt:i.al u 
14 
SECTION lII 
UNIFORM S '.ACES 
'Throughout this section Xu w:Ul ceno~e a poin se X wi h a 
c '.)n-i:.irn;..ou 2 
( c:r 
real valued fu.nct:i ons def.i.ncd on 
I 
c·u.(X ) J of all un:i.fonnly °I,(_ . 
X~ wi~J. pay a role 
ar.alogous o that of E in Section II. The set X wiJ.l always be 
(cu)·l!-,-. noldered as a subset of under th,:;- natural embedding x 
"" whP.re x(f) ~, f(x). As in Section II, th- ma.:i.n conc·ern will be -he 
pr0per topolog.'..zing of he space 'I'hus, :he notation will be 
r~onvenient for the dual of the linear topological spa ce (cu, Y ) where 
l(' wi11 be some locally convex topology-. The C -uni· onnity on X will 
r:e u:,derstood 'to me-:m he uni.form structure c-n X w ich has 
--Jr"s:i..sting of sets of the form U(f,€) :: t(x, y) I I f(x) - f(y)I < E J • 
PROFOS;:·IION: X ca.n be <?mbedded a;; a~l a. lgebra1ca.lly free subset 
.:'or any topology J which iP :ftcer han the 
r ')pology ( he topology of poi ntm se conve rgE'nce). 
u er (c , x) -
PROOF: X can be embedd<::d in u ·li· ( C ) · by tbe remarks above . Let !f- be 
a fi U,E.r ir. converging t,o f' 
• 0 in -.... re o- (cu, X)- topology. That, 
-f' (x) ._ onverges tc 




110 prove that. X i,:; algebraically free in c; , suppose Lha-+. -1..,rs"' 
finite subset ~x . 2 of X is given and that -:.herP. exists a f.Lnite 1 
) .l<i<k f - -
s~aJars a 11J.<i:<k wi-+ .. h the p:r,;pert.; th>:i.t a"s lea.st or.e ai i£ 
nonzero and 
k 




a .i .-) (f) -=, • .L 










-t .f. C" cu. x,, there ex is~s an c 
.l l 
[ 9, l J ,,:,ic-h tha 




Hence :for each 
0 .. L --\ (-f" ) a,. X,. •• l l l ,- a.f. (x.) L__ L 1. l a .• 'l 1, .. . , k, 
1 
P.EMARK, In all that :f c1lowa_, X will al.wayB be con::;iderPd as a Embset 
e,f cu 
:J ' 
whe.re J L:; som.o locally convex "t,Opology finer than the 
X ) - topology. A;, 1.n f_.he linear spa ce c<:i.sc, Lt, is de.:::ira.bl.e t<) 
1-:Ja-·re this emL<?d.dtng be a t ,)pological one. •r:-:u.::J, -the next obje:·tive is 
CU 
J 
,,,i"t,h a topology -wh.i ch wi U iria:u.,~1c the u-
16 
3. 2 PROPOSITION : The 0-(X, Cu)-topology on X is the s ame a s t he 
U -•topology. 
PROOF: That the cr- (x, Cu )-topology is coa rser than the 71. - topology 
follows from the continuity of ea ch f in Cu. Conversely, let u[ xJ 
be a neighborhood of x for t he L,{ -topology. Since t he 2( - topology 
is comp:l etely regular and X is a uni f orm space, there exist s a '2i._ 
function f i n Cu [ 9, .:iJ with t he proper t y t hat f (x ) = 0 and 
,.....__,, 
f (u [x] ) =- l. Let E > 0 b e given and denote by V t he open i nterva l 
E: 
(- 6 , €) . 'l'hen f -
1
(VE )Cu[x] . Since f - 1 (vf ) is a base set for 
the er (X, Cu )-topology t he desir ed conc l u sion is obt a i ned. 
COROLLA.RY: The o-(cu, Cu)-topology on 
J 
Cu i nduces the 
J 
U -topology on X. 
We note t hat the Cu-uniformity on the space does not 
r.ece:::sar:ily induce the uniformity ll_ on X. It is clea r t hat the 
Cu-unife,rmity on Xis coa rser than the t/. - uniformity , but it is 
evi d ently unknown as to whether or not the Cu-uniformity is identical 
with 2/_ It i s i dentical i n s ome cases . For example, the u sua l uni -
f orrni ty on t he rea l .li.ne ca n be obtained from Cu ( 7R) . 
3.4 PROPOSI'I'ION: X is a c l osed subspaee of (cu, a-(cu, X) ) 
for the u u o-- (C 1 C )- topology. 11'-' 
I 
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PROOF : The proof is divided i nto two parts. First it is shown that 
X is a closed subspace of its linear span, spX, ir. 
u o- (spX, C )- topology, and then that spX 
k 
=L /\ k > 1, f 0 for i 1 Let y a.x., a . -l l l 1 ' 
e l eme nt of spX. Consider the neighborhood V of Y, 
k 
for the 
0 0 • J k, b e an 
18 
-L ai x'i (f j) I < E- 1 < i < k] , 
1 
where the f . 1 s 
J 
u [x] of the X 1 S 
i l 
are defi.ned as follows: There exist neighborhoods 
su ch t hat 
u[x Jnu[x.1 = r-1-- fori fj. ]; J 'r' 
Let f j be the member of Cu satisfying fj (xj) = : : a nd 1(~]) = 0. 
Thus , V can be written a s 
Con s ider a n x eX such tha t 
A 
x is i n V. If X f U[xJ for 1 < i < k, 
l -
then ~(fj) = 0 for 1 < i < k and x4v. If x e-U[xi] for some 
i ndex i, then x f u[xj] for all j f i and a ga in \ 2(f j) - y\ = 2 E > ~ 
for all j f i and thus x Ef. V. Therefore it is concluded that V ()x = <p 
Th us X is er (spX, Cu)-closed i n spX. 
For the final part of the proof, note that the locally convex 
2paces ( spX, o- (spX, cu)) and (Cu, o--(cu, spX )) are in duality 
[ 8, 3]. Since the o- (cu, spX)-topology is th e same as the 
o- (cu,X)-topo.logy it follows that 
spX. 
The importance of Proposition 3. 4 in thi.s development i.s to show 
tha t the operation of closing X in does no·~ add any new points to 
X. The technique for obtaining the completio:i or partial completion of 
the uniform space X will be to put a suitable topology J on Cu and 'k 
show that closing X jn Cu 
3' 
to X. 
adjoins precisely the desired limit polnts 
'fhe 6'- and o-topologi.es are def:ined on Cu in precisely the sa.rne 
manner as they were in Definition 2. L Again, it is seen that the 
'r -topology is finer than the o-( Cu,X)-topology a.na a s a :result, X 
can be embedd.ed. in In all that follows, X wl..11 be :identified 
with its image in C~ • 
t u u_ 
( u C )- topology induces the -topology By Corollary 3. 3, the a- C-a- ' 
on X (since 'U..-topology = v(X, C
1
J)-topology) . It is now necessary 
I 1/' u u to construct a uniformity V for the a-( C , C )- c losure X of X in 
() 
y 
which will induce "the uniform structure l1.._ on X. This can be done 
t.y simply closing each set U in U i.n the produc ·. opology 
Cu X cu 
'II' '( 
Then V is a membe of V-
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if and only if .V - Li for some U in ll . The "Jn~ . .formity thus oh -ained 
will 'be d.enot.ed by U. 
3. 5 PROPOSITION : The U. uniformity, def ined above, 1 s a uniformity 
I I 
---' u Cu) 1 on the u . \ C , - c o .. ·ure 
' If 
X of X in Cu 
r a..-id . nduce ,s the 
U -unlforrni ty on X. 
I I 
PROOF: F.irst, note that the (cu cu)x a- ' (
riu ,...11) . 1 i o- -..  , ---· -'topo ogy n-
~ r-
due es the prod1J.ct uniformity topology ( U. X u_ -· ,apology) on Xx X. 
That V..... is a uniformity on X hen follows pon examination of the 




closed in the product 
any u in hat base 
on X [ 10, 61. 
uniform topology 
for the uniformity 
it follcrws that 
u . Thus, 
Un Xx X = U 
c::( :i.nduces 
PROPOSITION : The U -topology on X is the relative topology 
I 
generated on X by the o-- (Cu, C11 ) - topology on 
¥' 
PROOF : The spa.ce C ( X ) consists of the uni qu. e ensions of he 
1,l. 
[ 6 l Thus Cu = Cu : X ) and the proposition 10, Ll • U.. 
~0llows from Propositi.on 3.2. 
The o.llowing theorem is th uniform spa.::e analogue of 
Proposition 2.4. 
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PROPOSITION: Every Cauchy filter in the collection A converges 
' 
to a point in for the o--(Cu, Cu)-topology. 
er 
PROOF: By the definition of the Y -topology, every f1..lter of neighbor-
hoods in (cu, Y) converges on every member of .Rf (Def . 2. 1) . Let g 
be an arbitrary function in 
of g for the Y -topology. 





be the filter of neighborhoods 
any member of .£ . Since :f-
is Cauchy and every is uniformly continuous it follows that 
'.'.f- (g ) j_s a base for a Cauchy filter of real numters. Thus, there 
exists a .function u * h f (C ) such that :;f- (g) + h(g) for each 
Also, 
filters 
fl (x ) + g(x ) for each XE- X. Applying Theorem 1.4 to the 
lr 
?f- and n it is concluded that g:-converges to 
0 
h on n. 
Sjnce each x in a member of f is a continuous function on Cu for 
the Y -topology, Theorem 1.2 implies that h is continuous for the 
' Y --topology. Thus it is concluded that h is in Cu 
(J 
It should be pointed out that, in the uniform space theory, there 
I 
is no need for an analogue to Lemma 2.3 
induces the U -topology on X. 
since the a-(Cu , Cu)-topology 
'a 
As i n Section II , q will denote the point set X U -[limits in 
Proposition 3.7 establishes that the set q ' cu of members of y 
exists and thus , 
e quipped with the 
' r:i - u X c , C. X c C , where all of these spaces are 
'("' ' 
topology induced on them by the cr(Cu, Cu)-
y 
+.apology. The unifo:nni ty lL on X induces a uniformity U../ on 6< 
( u_" = { U n q X 9 for all which in turn induces the 
21 
uniformity tL on X. Hence the following inclusions are valid: 
qu..,c. x ,,._.., (defined X C. and it can be concluded that the space X 
'U.. 'u. I ~ 
i.n t he introduction) exists and is contained in cu Since each function 
t 
i n Cu has a unique uniformly continuous extension to X it can be 
u. 
concluded that Cu = cu (X ) = Cu( Q ) = Cu( X ) [10,61. The uniform 
'u... 'u.' -u:. ::.J 
spa ce analogue to Proposition 2.9 can now be stated. 
PROPOSITION: On Cu, the Y-topology = o-(cu, ~)-topology 
0-(Cu, sp q )-topology. 




denote the point set XU [limits in Cu of all Cauchy 
~ 
fi lters in X ! , the following corollary is also valid. 
2-{_ 
3.9 COROLIARY: The 5-topology on Cu u /\ is the same as the o-(C, X)-
topology. 
I 
3. 10 THEOREM: The a-(Cu -
)'" 
u 
C )-closure X of X in cu 
¥ ' 
equipped 
u ,..._, with the -uniformity:, is the partial completion X of X . ---- --- -,x_ 'U. 
PROOF : All the sets X, q, and X are equipped with the relative 
I 
topology generated on them by the ( u u) u a- C , C -topology on C. 
0 
Each 
Cau chy filter in _,t converges to a point in ~ by Proposition 3.7. By 
the r emarks following Proposition 3.7, the uniform spa ce Q , contains 
u 
X a s a dense subspace. Thus, all that remains to be proven i s that "U... 
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x = ~ 0 Th:i.s is done :i.n the same manner as in Proposition 3. 40 That is, 
by Proposition 308 and linear space duality theory, the linear span of ~ 
I 
is Cu Hence, by the same argument used in Proposi~ion 3.4, 9 is a 
)r i 
c losed subspace of c; Since X c 9 c. X it is conc.luded that X = °' o 
i 
THEOREM: The o--(c~ , Cu)-closure X of X in Cu equ:tpped 
5 
with the U. -uniformity is the completion ¼_ of X 
'2L 
PROOF: All that needs to be proven is the completeness of This 
follows from the fact that every Cauchy filter in X converges to a 
'I)... 
point in X_ , and the density of X i n X 
v... "I.A. it. 
An interesting application of Theorem 3.10 and Corollary 3.11 
is the obtaining of another representation of t he Stone-Cech Compacti-
fication of a completely regular topological space. 
/ 
3.12 STONE-CECH COMPACTIFICATION 
Let X be a completely regular topological space, wl th topology J, 
i n which points are closed (a Tychonoff space) and ·ll.- * C =: C (x) be the 
ami.ly of all bounded continuous real valued functions on Xo The 
* ¥ functions in C induce a Hausdorffuniform structure C .. on X in a 
-li· 
natural mannero A base for the C -un.ifonnity consists of 
form U(f , E- ) == £(x, y)I \ f(x) - f(y) \ < e, * (. f c-C J o 
sets of the 
* The C -topology 
* on X ls simply the topology of pointwise convergence on C (i.e. ·he 
·l':-o-(x, c· )-topology)o -)(• Furthermore, the C -topology is the s ame as :J . 
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It is ea sy to see that the uniform Hausdorff space :Ls precompact 
( t.01-ally bounded) [ 6 > 6 J . Thu s t he problem of compac i.fying X can 
-be interpreted as one of completi.ng That i P., thE: Stone-Cech 
"\ 
Compactific9.tion j3X of X is '·he completion X ~· 
t_''-' 
should be noted that the s pace is the same a ::-; 
* it ls s ufficient to ui::e the space C in t he role of 
•rheorem 3 .10. Thus Corollary 3.11 i mplies Lhat :is the 
I 
'1'·i 
X in the topological space (C~ , cr--(c; , c*) ) 
Corollary 3. 9 comb.i nes w:i.th a theorem of Brace [ l J to 
·Y.-
chara.cterize the o-topology on C a E t he topology of almost iinifonn 
c-onverge!lce on X. 
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SECT.:ON IV 
TOPOLOG ~ ~.AL GROUPS 
In order o mainta.i.n uni:for1n t.y o.f nota·:.::.on and · o make he 
an.a.logy bet,w~er: •~opologjca.l g;ro •..1.ps F.>..r-, - 1.ne&r k>pa·::ee cleare the 
I ~hara::-:ter g:r::iup of a topologica.1.. group G wU be der,oted by G 
and will be called the dua.l of G. 
It 1.5 not. always possible o f1.nd a group completion of an 
arbitrary Hausdorff topological g:rou.po Th; s i•t, wi 1 be convenient 
to begi with a case for which 1 ls,. name.:..y an abel1an topological 
group hav:i.ng enough characters t.o separate poi. s" For such groups 
i 
there is a relatioriship bet ween Cr and G which 1s exactly the same 
I as thai- enJoyed by a locally convex linea.r bpace E and i,:,s dual E • 
:Ph1:: pre.c 12-e re1a--:.i.onship is the -..::n:.1~c.nt of t.he :foU.owing proposi ·ion. 
4, 1 PROPOSirION: Le G be an ·<:t.bel:i':!.r. topolog1cal group with enough 
I 
characters to separate points, Ther, G a.r:d G eq ipped wii.h the 
t I 
a-(G, I} ) and o-(G , G)-topoloesiea ::-esper.: ively are in duality. 
V I : i 
Th~t is, (G, 0-("', G )) = G and (G , 0-(G , G)) "" G. 
I 0 
PROOF; Frcm the definition of 1.he o---(G, G )-topology, G 1s the 
I 
duF.i. of (I}, o-{ G, G ) ) • For +,he -:c1;ve.rFe, let G a be the group G 
; 
equipped w.ith -:,he di.s ~rete topc'..0gy s..nd der,ote by Gd he dual of 
' Equip Gd with the 
i 
a--( Gd' G) •· -+,ope, _cgy ( :-:ot s .'.at this is · he 
topology o__ .mi.form convergence on compact su bsets o Gd ) ,. Since ,Jhe 
i 
c11scret,e topology i s f.:.ner than the o r iginal ':opo cgy on G, G ca n 
I I 
be embedded in Gd, i.e . 1. wtll now te shown t.ha. G 1s 
i I 
dense in Gd fer the o--(Gd, G)-topc·~ogy. The topological group 
I 
o- (Gd·' G)) i s a locally com pa-~ , group, s rnce t. · s the dual of 
the lccally c2ompact. group Gd eq1;.1pped wi h :"le · ·apology o. compa.c 
i . i 
co:ivergen::;e on Gd. I:- can be assumed tha . (G ., o- G , (8)) i s a 
i I 
closed oubgroup of (Gd, c:r (Gd, G)) ; i ~ no , close it. Thus, by a. 




a- (G-d, G) -de:J.se L Gd .. It can now be car.cl ded tat a y charac er 
I U 
on ( G , a-- . G , C ) ) 
I i 
can be uniquely ex te n ed m a character on (Gd' o-(Gd, G )) 
u i 
Thus, the du.al of (G 1 o- (G , G)) can be iden if:ied wi h 
7 V 
the d1Ja.l of (Gd, o- (Gd, G) ) . Applying the Pontrjag n Dlla.lity Theo.rem 
i i I 
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i.o the g r 01 .. r, Gd ~, 1.s seen that (Gd , Thus (G , a-- 'G ,G )) 
In wh':I!, ollov s, G wi.11 deno,e a. topo.-...ogica1 group, wi h topology 
J ~nd ha.;, i.ng enough characters o separate points. The ~ and 5-
t".:lpolog i ~s on G w-1. 1.- be defined exactly as 10 Defini ion 2. 1 . Both 
Y s.r,d 6 a.re Hausdorff group topologies for Cu [ 3, 2 ] and it is 
r:1ear -t:.ha.t o and o are :fi.ner than Cf(G' iG).Thus_, 1L can be concluded 
i II 
'",r.a.t G - (S- , )" ) io a topological g.rou.p ar,d G c. G Fur hennor , 
¥ ~ ' ,, 
o--(G, G. )) is a subgroup of (G , 
¥ 
II I 
o- G , G )) . r 
II 
A2 :.c :r:,revi:>1..1 .s cases, the next- cbjec 1ve 1& o t opo1og1ze Ger w1 th 
a. top':)lag:.y J s·..i.ch that J i nduces J or; G The nex wo propositions 
esta"t,lish that such a topology can b e constructed. 
II I 
4,2 PROPOSITION: G is a-(G y , G )-dense in 
Ii 
G ;, 
II i I I I 
PROOF: Since G c G)( C ( G , d) a nd G is dense in (G , d) 
V tr y 
.for the t,opology of pointwise convergence on G , the o-(G , G )-
o 
densi.ty of G In G follows, 
')( 
Denote by ,Z the filter of neighborhoods of the identity e 
for the J -topology and by 'r;__ the collection of II V o- (G, G )-a 
11 
closures in of the members of 
. 3 PROPOSITION: The collection n lS a basis of neighborhoods of 
- II 
e for a. Hau.sdor ff group topology J in G which induces 
r 
J on G. 
PROOF : From ,he properties of the sets in fl , it is clear that 
n sati.e.f1.es the neighborhood axioms for a topology. Since J 
is Hausdorff, i.t follows that :J is Hausdorff. It remains to show 
II 
t h&. t, J is a group to po.logy for Gd' • (a). Let W be a member of 
n There .1s a V in 'fl such that V•V C. W and hence V•V c. W. 
Thus 1.n order · ·,o show that there exists a V in 1[ such that 
V•V c. W it is su:ffici.ent to show that V• V c. V• V Let xy c. V•V 
There are filters J and )!.J i n V such that .g:. (h ) + x(h) 
and .s!J (h ...... y(h) for all ' h in G. Now, consider the fiHer 
S • Ji in V•V, Since J • .J:f (h) - J- (h) x:f (h) + x(h)y(h ) 
I 
- xy(h), V h l J. , it is concluded tha+. xy t V·V and hence thaL 
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V • V c.. W. ( t). Le-: W be a member of 7/.. , 1 mu.st be shown hat 
bere exi.s ,s a 
n 5,J.C.h t.:hat 
·1 
u in tL such that u 
-1 
cw I'bere is a u in 
Thus i.t is s·~ff ::.cient to show that 
- . - 1 u c.. u 
Let. x t. U Then x .[ U and there is a. fi l':.er !J- in U s ch 
i 
th.at h c. G ., impl.ies ·.hat 
'11 -ii'\,.,.) , ) ·-1 ::::r \" + x h ar,d j t is concluded tha;,: x L TJ • 
It 1.s no ed tha.t the J -topology has a base cons s i ng of 
II i 
sets wh1:sh a.re o-{G , G )-closed. y · 
/ 
4. 4 LEMMA [ 4_, II, 3 J . Let ] ·a.:id J be two u ifor:mities on 
a set X such that :J 
,, 
is coarser t 1d,Yl J and J has a basis of 
t:ets wh~ch a.re closed in the 'J "x J" - -produc·t apology. Then, if 
J- ts a f:ilter on X which is J -Ca•J.chy a.nd ,J,, -convergent 
t,o a point x, J -convergent. to x. 
PFOPOSIT. ON: Every member of the collection xf converges 




J-- toporng y. 
FROO.F: By the ss,:ne s.rgument used i.n Pr'.)i:,osi· ior, 
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, G ), it';.:; cor,.:'luded tha.t thesP. filt=.rs converge i.n he 
:f -· •,nF).1.c,gy. 
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Now, denot,p by 9 and P , the point s ~ts 
19 
G U f H:mi ts in II G of Y" 
of a11 Cauchy filters 
f.i.l ers in A } and G U -( Hmi ts in 
in s- 1 " The smallest subgroups of 
Ii r.-i and P will containing 'l( 
be der:ot·ea.. b [ r::i -J d I P1 Propos .1" t~ons 4. 3 and 4. 5 have .. . • y -, an . ,_ 
es tab_:_ i.shed tbe fact that 
,.._, 
th t . 1 comp.le· ion G and completion e par i .a 
G of G exi.st and. are. in fact the gro· ps [ (S,> ] and [ P J equipped 
b th J -topology. with thE re.l~.ti.ve topology generated on them Y e 
4.6 PR.OPOS.ITJ.ON: Y -topology 
u -
= 0-(G ., L <;> ] -topol.ogy. 
PROOF : See Proposition 2.9. 
PROPOSTTIO~ 
I 
== o- (G ' 
I 
= G ., 
) -· top ology 
PROOF ; 
~ 
1 t. has been established that G C. [ ~ ] C G 
sin.:.:e G · ,he proposition follows. 
II 
l., • 8 'I'HEOREM : 
and 
2..~. ~.'.:!~ 2.mallest Ha'1.sdorff topological g;roup F containing G as 
a dense su.tgrou1-. a.od having the property that every Cauchy filter 
Ht ,J ~onverg~::'. · o ~ Eoint i n F . 
PROOF: 
11 
The gr01.;.p G can be embedd d. i .n ( G , J ) by he remarks 
0 
preced.1ng Proposit.1on 4. 2 and b y Proposition 4. 3. By Proposition l4.6 , 
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every filter in A converges to a point in for the J -topology. 
Applying Proposition 4. l to the group [ 9 J i.n conjunct ion with 
Propositions 4. 6 and 4.7, it is seen that 
30 
t f 11 
== (G ' 0- (G 'L ~] ) )== GQ . 
Thus, by the definition of [ 9 J , " is the smallest group con-
taining G and the desired l i mit points., and the theorem follows. 
" 4. 9 COROLLA.RY: The Group G& equipped with the J -topology is 
..-'\ 
the completion G of G. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the problem of 
"completing" an arbitrary Hausdorff topological group G. 
Now, let (G, •, J) be an arbitrary Hausdorff topological group 
and consider the uniform space G~, where the 1t -uniformity has a 
base consisting of subset s of GxG of the form: 
R(V) -
-1 
xy [ V, for Va neighborhood of the identity 
The object of what follows is not necessarily to construct a group 
~) completion, but rather to construct a topological group ( 'cf, •,  
with the property that an arbitrary collection of 1l -Cauchy filters 
,,..__ A., 
converge to points in G and G i.s a dense subgroup of G. When a 
group completion exists (e.g., when G i s abelian) it can be obtained 
e in G J . 
by the same methods used here. The space of all uniformly continuous 
1 valued functions defined on r e8- G fL will be denoted by The 
y- a nd a-topologies will be defined in the same manner as in 
section II. 
4 .J.O PROPOSITION: The 1r_ -topology and the o- (G, Cr)-topology 
are the s ame as the group topology J . 
PROOF: That the ,C -topology is the same as the a-(G, Cr)-topology, 
see The J -topology and the 0-(G, Cr)-topology are 
t he s ame by Propos i tion 3.2. 
By t he result s of Section III it is seen that the completion 
[partia l completion] of the uniform space ~ can be obtained by 
I I 
clos i ng G in the space Cr r Cr _I and equipping G with the 5 - 5 
'U_,-uniformity. The only question remaining is whether or not the group 
31 
operation can be extended to G, i.e. is G a topological group? In 
order tha t G be a topological group, the following maps must be extended: 
1) 
2 ) 
(x, y)--+- xy 
-1 X---+ X 
Si nce (x , y )---+ xy is not uniformly continuous in general the usual 
extension theorem will not work. However the following proposi tion 
shows tha t t hi s extension can always be made. 
4.11 PROPOSITION [ 51 : Let !:/ and ~ be two Cauchy filters 
on G1l . Then the image, under the mapping (x, y)- xy, of -!f x.,,2:1 
is a base for a Cauchy filter on G 1L . 
To be able to extend the map x- x-l to G it is necessary 
and sufficient that the image of a Cauchy filter on G1L by this map 
be a Cauchy filter base on This is not always the case . 
are examples of topological groups for which this condition is 
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